
 
So glad you decided to sign up for MFTGuide’s free newsletter! You are taking a step towards becoming 
an informed, successful MFT on the cutting edge of your profession! I hope you enjoy these 50 quick 
tips!  

1. Know and understand your graduate program and if/how it is accredited. Understand how this 
impacts the future portability of your license.  

2. Check out the licensing exam pass rates for your graduate program. Allow that to help you 
assess how well your program did at teaching the necessary basics.  

3. Start learning theory based treatment planning now. You will need to have this skill developed 
for licensing exams.  

4. Know individual theories front to back including early, middle, and late stages of therapy. 
Concentrate on learning just one theory a month through your internship and you will be ready 
when you complete your hours!  

5. Find a professional mentor to support you through the process of graduate school, gathering 
hours, and exams. This is not always your clinical supervisor!  

6. Assess at least twice a year your professional and clinical development. Know where you are, 
and where you are heading.  

7. Develop a relationship in clinical supervision where you can ask for what you need and want. If 
you can’t get what you need in your supervision relationship, look for outside options.  

8. Consider outside supervision to help you develop advanced clinical skills. Outside supervision 
can cost money, but it also allows you to 
be choosy and get what you need.  

9. Know what you love, pay attention to 
clients who suck you dry and those who 
give you energy. Target your clinical 
training towards the areas you are 
passionate about.  



 
10. That theory class is really important! I was taught that you needed to have a general knowledge 

of each theory so you could choose a theoretical orientation. We would learn to provide therapy 
through this lens and become experts in that theory. At the end of collecting hours, we would sit 
for oral exams and provide our response to questions through the focus of this theory. Not 
anymore! Success on the clinical vignette exam often hinges on an in-depth understanding of 
each and every theory. 

11. Talking in lay terms is essential for your work. A supervisor mentioned, before I started my 
program, that they were going to watch to see if I started "talking like one of those therapists." 
Using down to earth terminology will help you connect with clients. Furthermore, being able to 
take jargon from theories and break down in very general terms is a necessary skill to succeed in 
the clinical vignette exam. 

12. Your classmates are your colleagues, your referral partners, your lifeline, your... well you get the 
picture. Build relationships in graduate school. Look for business partners. Look for people who 
have similar goals. Start attending networking meetings and trainings together today. Haven't 
kept in touch? Give them a call or drop them an e-mail today. Maybe forward this e-mail to 
them ;0) 

13. Start looking for your practicum immediately! Your internship will be a major guidepost for your 
entire career. It is not a place to "get hours" it is a place to gain experience in areas you are 
passionate about.  

14. Start keeping a curriculum vitae today! Google C.V. or better yet, ask a mentor faculty for their 
C.V. as a template. Write down every training that you provide, attend, or speak at to keep track 
of how your experience is coming together. I have also uploaded a free template at 
mftguide.com for you to use!  

15. Never pass up a free training. This is a major benefit of many internships (even unpaid ones). 
Look for free trainings, volunteer to help 
with sign-ins to cover the cost of the 
training, ask for paid time off work, and 
ask your supervisor to count this as 
professional enrichment activities. 

16. Get a faculty mentor. Find someone that 
you click with and can be real with. They 
can be a huge help in writing letters of 
recommendations for employment, 



 
future schooling, teaching jobs, and just moral support.  

17. Find a community mentor. Find a licensed professional in the community who is open to be a 
mentor or guidepost for you. CAMFT has a mentor program that can hook you up with a 
licensed professional. Or call someone you respect and invite them to lunch!  

18. Get Therapy! In some states, like California, you get bonus hours for personal therapy. More 
importantly, it will allow you to experience therapy in a whole new way. You will be able to 
better connect with your clients, and be more aware of your "stuff."  

19. Join a local CAMFT chapter, AAMFT division, or professional group now! There is no reason to 
wait until you graduate, your licensed, or you’re less stressed. Be a part of the community, be a 
voice for the prelicensed, be well-trained, and be the future of the profession! 

20. Be thorough. Don't leave ANYTHING out at this stage. Even if you think it doesn't apply- include 
it. It is always easier to edit down. I find that when I do professional reviews for pre-licensed 
folks- they often shortchange themselves.  

21. Include volunteer work. Yes, I know this goes back to that be thorough issue! Did you do job 
shadowing, intern for free, volunteer at a local human services agency? Include it! Share how it 
further developed your people skills, networking skills, or marketing.  

22. Speaking of marketing... Have you done in marketing or networking in previous careers or jobs? 
Be sure to include that in your CV. The kind of marketing knowledge that many pre-licensed 
people come into the field with is invaluable to the seasoned professionals.  

23. Did you say marketing? Have you setup twittering, web-pages, online study groups, or other 
web-based resources? Be sure to note 
your web-based accomplishments- they 
count!  

24. Have great references. What is a great 
reference? Someone who knows they will 
be contacted, is easy to get a hold of, and 
will share a great appraisal of your work. I 
especially like it when someone can 
identify not only what is great about your 



 
work- but can give a little bit of information on areas you are growing in.  

25. Keep an up to date, accurate listing of each and every training you attend. You can keep this list 
updated on your curriculum vitae.   

26. Keep a list of every talk you have given. Have you been called back to speak to students at your 
alma mater? List it! Have you come back and given a 20 minute talk to your coworkers- include 
it! Have you developed a specific presentation for your supervision group? Put that in too. As a 
student did you develop any trainings or presentations that you presented to your classmates? 
If you could give the talk again- include it!  

27. Include everything-but be careful. Have you been using twitter for professional and person 
tweets- under the same account? Take a gander and ensure there are no "F-bombs" or 
discussions of inappropriate material out there.  

28. While you are at it- do a quick Google of yourself and see what comes up. Clean up any messes 
like personal Facebook pages that can be viewed by the public, and take some ownership by 
transferring your new CV information to visualcv.com and LinkedIn for free!  

29. Have an extended support group of other prelicensed and newly licensed professionals to 
support you through the process of licensure.  

30. Surround yourself with people who are positive, informed, and successful.  

31. Be someone who is positive, informed, and successful.  

32. Exams are meant to be a cumulative measure of knowledge. That means that they are trying to 
distill all of your clinical experience into a few hours of time. Lesson: Exams are meant to be 
difficult and require you to exercise 
clinical judgment in a non-clinical setting. 
Making that switch is hard!  

33. What is the easiest way to study for a 
cumulative test? Cumulatively! Start early 
integrating material into your supervision 
time. 



 
34. Exams are stressful. For many, any kind of test brings up fears, insecurities, and just plain ol’ text 

anxiety. When an exam is on a topic near and dear to us it is bound to bring up more anxiety-
even if you have never had test anxiety before! 

35. Be sure to integrate anxiety management into your preparation time- even if you don’t think 
you need it. Consider an appointment with someone who specializes in working with anxiety 
reduction in a test environment. 

36. Horror stories are everywhere. Hearing from colleagues or friends of friends who have been 
unsuccessful is heart wrenching and brings up our own stuff. In addition, the horror stories are 
often accompanied by “I don’t know why I failed” which brings up a sense of confusion for 
others, who feel like there is no way to study and be successful. Lesson: Be sure to seek out at 
least 5 success stories to outweigh every horror story. Look for what you can learn from every 
story and pay attention to the things you can do differently based on your unique needs and 
style. 

37. Exams are imperfect. Exams are not perfect vehicles with which to determine someone’s clinical 
worth. They are the best we can do at the present time. However, there are problems, and will 
always be imperfections. It is easy to get stuck on this imperfection when so much is riding on 
the outcome. Lesson: Pay attention to the pass rates. You will hear that you “can’t” pass exams. 
In California, that is a widely spread rumor. In fact, over 70% of first time test takers pass the 
licensing exams. You CAN be successful. 

38. The licensure process is long. You didn’t go through a 10 week training course and then sit for 
licensing exams… you went to graduate school, got thousands of hours of supervised training 
and experience. You are ready to have some kind of validation for the time you have put in! For 
many, the fear of failing and waiting another six months is unacceptable and they place 
incredible pressure on themselves to be successful. Lesson: Focusing on the “what ifs” and your 
fears does not help you prepare for this exam. Focus on what you want to happen and the steps 
you need to take. Let the fear overtake you, and it will keep you from being able to study 
effectively and efficiently.  

39. Internships are unique. Everyone has 
been through a unique preparation 
process. Some are more prepared for the 
material that will be on the exams than 
others. Lesson: Give yourself time to 
identify and fill gaps in your knowledge 
based on your unique internship 
experience. Having gaps in knowledge is 
normal and does not make a bad 



 
therapist. However, identifying and filling those gaps will make you a better therapist.  

40. People are unique. You will hear one person say that they studied for 3 weeks and passed both 
exams on the first try. Another person will study for 6 months using a ton of study materials and 
failed their exam. It is hard to discern what the most successful study program is, because 
people are different, and have different needs in the study process! Lesson: Understand that 
your study plan may look quite different from others and that you have unique needs. Look to 
others for ideas for how and what to study, but definitely do that through the lens of your study 
style and study needs. 

41. Track your supervision. You should be tracking your hours in general, but tracking your rate of 
supervision is extremely important. Ask for more hours of supervision based on what your ratio 
is saying. This might also be fuel for getting a new supervisor or group supervision experience. 

42. Supervision is meant to be a time of training and preparation for your independent clinical work.  

43. Reconnect with how and why you decided to get your helping license. It is easy to forget your 
original passion and get caught up in all of the hoops you have to jump through. Take some time 
to be inspired.  

44. Keep track of your victories. Have a private place, just for you where you can list all of things 
that go right in this process. Pull it out when you are feeling frustrated, overwhelmed, and like 
nothing ever goes right!  

45. There will be hiccups along the way! Plan for success, but expect a few hiccups. The way you 
respond to the hiccup will dictate how much that hiccup takes you off track.  

46. This is your career! It is not just about 
pushing through to get licensed so you 
can start your life. This is an important 
part of your development, and you want 
your path to prepare you for the life and 
job that you want!  

47. You are building your professional 
reputation right now! Start acting as a 
professional, be respectful to everyone, 



 
and build relationships with people you respect.  

48. Do good things for other professionals. I know you do a lot for your clients, and that is 
wonderful. Cultivate relationships with other professionals through volunteering for board 
service or getting involved in simple projects. You might even simply send an article of interest 
to another professional. Good deeds will come back to you in the future.  

49. Boundaries are incredibly important! Learn how to set limits appropriately in difficult situations. 
You need to learn to be equally skilled at this when talking with client, colleagues, and 
supervisors.  

50. Have a place to store contact information from other professionals. Start collecting contact 
information, specialties, and resources now. This information will not only improve your ability 
to make awesome referrals, it will also help to give you a picture of your clinical community.  

There is a ton of twists and turns on the path from graduate school to successful licensed practice. I 

hope this list will help you prepare yourself and has given you a broad overview of what you need to 

know. Interested in digging in to some particular topics? Look for these booklets and audio recordings 

from MFTGuide:  

 The MFTGuide to Practicum 

 The MFTGuide to Great Clinical Supervision 

 The MFTGuide to Thesis 

 The MFTGuide to Writing your CV or 
Resume 

 The MFTGuide to Gathering Hours 

 The MFTGuide to Landing a Job 



 
 The MFTGuide to Landing a Private Practice Internship 

 The MFTGuide to Marketing your Private Practice Internship 

 The MFTGuide to Licensing Exams 

Visit MFTGuide.com as you are ready to explore in more detail each of these areas! Each booklet or 
audio recording is reasonably priced at around $10 to make it accessible to everyone! Until then, I 
hope that you will find joy in your path from graduate school to a successful licensed practice that 
allows you to live the life you were meant to live.  

Questions? Drop me a line at Miranda@mftguide.com  
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